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Our Fall 2019 edition of Campbell Magazine 
celebrated 132 years of “Amazing, Trailblazing 
Women” who shaped Campbell University — 
highlighting one woman for each decade of the 
school’s existence. 

But the reason for its inclusion in this new category is this — 
this magazine was a two-person effort. 

• Editor Billy Liggett wrote much of this edition and designed 
the entire edition.

• Write Kate Stoneburner wrote a number of features and short 
stories, and she provided photography for the “Mission of Hope” 
piece. 

There were a few freelancers (the illustration and photography), 
but for the most part, this is a two-person operation. 

And we feel the product is right up there with magazines with 
much larger staffs.

COVER STORY

• For our Fall 2019 edition of Campbell Magazine, we wanted 
to pay tribute to the women who shaped the University over its 
133-year history. We decided that a fun way to do this would be 
to honor a woman representing each of the 14 decades. We went 
with illustrations of each woman — each piece of art depicting 
the style of that era and a prop representing their contribution to 
Campbell University. 

ILLUSTRATIONS

• The original idea for our “Women of Campbell” cover story 
was to find photos of each woman — not a difficult task for the 
most recent decades, but a nearly impossible task for the early 
decades (a few photos exist of all of them, but not all of the photos 
were of the best quality ... many were simply yearbook photos). 
We decided to instead go with an illustrator who could work from 
the photos we had and represent each woman equally — each 
illustration containing not only their likeness, but their style from 
that era and a “prop” symbolizing their contribution. It was im-
portant that the illustrator was two things — a woman and local. 
We also considered Campbell students, but we fell in love with 
the style of artist Amanda Dockery from nearby Fuquay-Varina. 
Amanda had four months to complete the 14 illustrations — 
working from old photos and keeping in constant communication 
with writers Kate Stoneburner and Billy Liggett the entire time. 
All 14 illustrations were included in full page glory when the mag-
azine was released and were used gratuitously in our social media 
promotion of the story. We also produced two videos explaining 
the story idea and the execution of the videos.

MISSION OF HOPE

• Writer Kate Stoneburner spent over a week with Campbell 
Spiritual Life on a mission trip to South Africa. She chronicled the 
trip in an on-running blog (and podcast) over the summer, and put 
together a story more about Campbell’s mission and relationship 
with South Africa for the story in the magazine. Kate is not a profes-
sional photographer, but her work earned a photography award and 
was not only used for the magazine story, but also the introduction 
photo on Page 2 and the backpage cover of this edition.

EDITORIAL CONTENT

• Campbell Magazine is always built around a solid cover story. 
But the content around that story is equally important. Our 
“Around Campus” section at the beginning is filled with solid 
photography (run large) and story snippets that are almost always 
unique content (sometimes we rehash big campus news). In this 
edition, the Mr. Rogers, rural health, Raven Rock, 18th Century 
pharmacist and award-winning professor snippets were unique to 
this magazine and later shared among other university media.
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VIDEOS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ty_laOqg2w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsuaOkmMfVs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ty_laOqg2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsuaOkmMfVs
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